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EDITORIAL
This magazine is a humble beginning. It gives an opportunity to our
students, staff and others to express what we think and feel about the happenings within school and around us in the day to day world.
Literature can be understood as the reflection of the contemporary
condition of the society. It is like a sword used to barbarious superstitions
and evils of the existing society. Pen is mightier than the sword. It touches
the heart. It has to be used, to mobilise the latent energy of the dormant
soul.
Therefore our primary duty today is to promote national integation which
is needed for the well - being and development of the country. Our nation is
now scared by various wounds. By misuse of caste, creed, religion, language and religion for personal and political power.
Students are the most powerful source of energy to any nation.
The nation’s strength and future is purely dependent on the youngsters,
who are the future citizens. There is reason for concern, things are not as
they could have been. The parents and teacher’s are the first leaders.
We need to wakeup and lead by example :
Punctuality..........Discipline...........Professionalism...........
Commmitment.......... The students shall then not be found wanting.
“Try and Try Again, Success will be yours”
Chief Editor,
Principal
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PARAMAHANSA YOGANANDA VIDYALAYA
ANNUAL REPORT - EXCERPTS

Our honourable chief guest Prof. G. Lakshminarayana,
Vice Chancellor, Dravidan University, Sri. B. Govinda Raj,
Educationist and Retd General Manager India Pistons Ltd., Chennai.
beloved Chairman and Correspondent of Paramahansa Yogananda
Vidyalaya Sri. Gopalji Agrawal. Invited guests, parents and guardians
of our students, old students of our school members of staff, and my
dear students.
It gives me great pleasure to be with you all in our campus on the
occasion of our VII annual day function.
It is my proud privilege to present 7th Annual Report of our school
for the year 2007 - 2008.
Paramahansa Yogananda Vidyalaya was started on 11th June 2001
with classes from I to VI and the student strength was 55 which has
grown up to the present level of 290. (We keep developing academic
block, Hostel block, Residential Block and Playground.) And we run
classes from L.K.G. to X Class. This year the school reopens on June
1, 2007.
Academics
There are now 12 sections in all and the teacher pupil ratio is 1:15.
The teachers are the heart of an educational institution that pump in
energy and utalise life into the school.
The academic program is well planned weekly, monthly and annually
home assignments and projects are given to inculcate a spirt of self learning
in children. The theory of continues evaluation for the purpose of proper
avademic excellence is put into practice.
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The 100% results-of the public examinations AISSE 2007 is a
reflection of our academic standards. The school maintained its sustained
growth both in quantity and quality.
Number of students appeared : -15.
Number of students secured distinction : - 06
Number of students secured 1 class : - 03
Number of students secured II class : - 06
Highest mark secured : - 431 / 500 — 86%.
The students are given opportunities and are encouraged to
participate in multifacious activities that are organized in the school
The students are divided into 4 houses and each home is put in the
charge of different Teachers. Inter house competitions are held regularly
and points, ceitificates and prizes given to winners, I congratulate the
students on their fine sense of cooperation and competitive spirit.
*****
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Hostel Facilities
Utmost care is taken in cooking and serving well balanced nutrition’s
vegetarian food. All the resident teachers dine with the students and
personally look into eating habit of the each student. There has been all
round development in the health of all inmates
The resident teachers who stay on the campus have been giving
individual attention to all inmates to develop them physically, mentally, and
moraily. There are 54 children in the hostel at present. Most of the
requirement of milk is met by our school dairy. We get fresh vegetables
from school farm itself. Apart from hostel inmates our N.S.S. volunteers
are also being involved in maintaining our garden.
TEACHERS’S ORIENTATION PROGRAMME :Only burning light can light another lamp so teachers orientation
programmes are arranged for latest teaching methodology to equip the
teachers for better teacher pupil interaction and give their best to the
children. Prof. Keshev Sharmaji and Sri. Govindaraj are eminent
educationists with vast experience guiding several schools, visited our school
and guided us in honing our skills in different teaching methodologies.
A well experienced and talented .maths teacher Smt Rajeshwari
visited our school to guide our maths teachers.
CELEBRATIONS AND CULTURAL PROGRAMMES
1.

On the 15th August, the 61st Independence Day was celebrated
and patriotic songs were sung. The chief guest Dr. Krishna Rao
Principal, P.E.S. Medical colege, Kuppam hoisted the National
Flag and inspected the march past.
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2.

Medical checkup for our children was conducted at PES Medical
College, Kuppam on 18th and 25th August 2007. I would like to
thank the Principal Dr. Krishna ao and Dr. Srinivasa Rao

3.

Sept 5th Teacher day was celebrated as a self govt. day for the
students. Exhibition matches were played on the occasion.
Senior teachers were honoured with gifts.

4.

The school, cultural day was held on 9!” October and was
inaugurated by Sri. Jayarama Reddy, Chairman RESCO and P.T.A.
members Mr. Dhasksha Prakash and Mrs. Ambika Suresh.
Competitions in various cultural programs &.. extracurricular actives
like Dance, Drama, Elocution, Music etc. for juniors and seniors
were held, More than 100 students participated in the competition.

5.

Guru Poomima was celebrated on Sep 2007 on January 5 2008
birthday of Sri Sri. Paramahansa Yogananda, annadhan was
arranged to children of different schools and from nearby villages.
Was arranged on both occasions. About 250 children from another
village were invited,

6.

Children’s day was celebrated on November 14, 2007 Teachers
entertained the children by presenting many interesting programs.

7.

We regularly conduct co-curricular activities. Starting from June
the following competitions were held till the end of January 7-008.
Hand writing competitions, Rangoli, Singing, Elocution, Dance,
Memory test. Maths quiz, Science and Social quiz, essay writing
competition on AIDS Day (December. lst) etc. all these in both
junior and senior levels Prizes were distributed to winners.
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8.

55 students participated in science talent exam which was held
on 27'” January Sunday. The School topper was Rudranuj
Bundela of Class VI. Participations certificates were distributed to
the Children by unified council.

9.

Our school students participated in cultural program organized
by Kalatharangani institution. Bireddy Palli, in V.Kota all our nine
students won prizes.

10.

Every month on full moon moon light dinner is arranged in the
hostel when hostel inmates entertained.

11.

On 5th February Mr. Ramamoorthy (S.I. Special Branch Crime,
Plamaner) was knid enough to visit our school and give a
motivated lecture our students and teachers.
*****
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SPORTS AND GAMES REPORT
1. Sports day was celebrated onn 27th November and the chief guest
was Sri. Nanjundappa Circle Inspector of Police, Kuppam
2. Inter house competitions were held and prizes certificates were given
to the winners. P.T.A. members attended the program on this occasion.
3. Foot Ball Tournament
Inter school cluster meet was held on. 16"s to 19th October 2007 in
B.G.S, International Residential School, Bangalore, Our student’s
participated received the parti.Ciptiti.aii and Merit Certificates.
4. Volley ball tournament was organized by sahodaya school complex,
Bangalore in November 2007, Our Volley ball team participated and
Medals, Certificates and Runners cup,
5. Our school organized Cricket cup 2008 tournament on
30th December to Ist January. 18 teams participated from various places.
Match was won by P.Y.V, students teams and they lifted the P.Y.V.
Cricket cup 2008.
I am happy to state that we are able to pay individual attention to children
the gifted, the average and weak. The success story of P.Y.V. is no secret, its
success in skills enveavors can be attributed to the untiring efforts of our staff
and the sincere co-operation of our students and parents. Our staff is well
qualified and competent. They are committed to their profession, and the cause
of education. In an atmosphere of friendliness and hardwork even the weaker
children are helped to improve themselves.
We give equal weight for cultural literary, sports and games as well as studies,
The aim being the holistic development of children by blending noble qualities
with the scholastic achievements. So as to make every student of P.Y.V.
gentlemen, a citizen, who can always compete in the competitive world. This
objective is impossible without a team of dedicated staff and I am proud of the
staff who leave no stone untumed in this endeavour.
Thankyou all for your gracious presence and wish you memorable evening.
Jai Hind

Principal
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CULTURAL REPORT — 2007- 08
Our esteemed institution Paramahansa Yogananda Vidyalaya celebrated Cultural
day on 9/10/07 very colorfully. On this happy occasion the four houses {OGANDHI, N-NEHRU, S-SHASTRI, T-TAGORE,} children actively participated in
various programme with enormous courage. The parents also gave kind and
needful co-operation to make the Vidyalaya program grand success.
The function started at 9.00 a.m. with lighting the lamp by our honourable Principal
Sri. Lakshmipathigaru, prayer song by shruthi and group. Welcome Address by
our principal, the chief guest of this occasion Mr. JayaranaReddy RESCO,
chairman, Mrs. Ambika Suresh, board member addressed the gathering and
gave useful information about Indian culture & Rich Traditions.
The honourable judges for this program were
No. 1 Yoga Gopinath from Kuppam
No. 2 Dance master Mr. Rajesh from Palamaner
No. 3 Ambika Suresh from V Kota.
The competitors from all four houses [O, N, S, T] participated .children were
divided into three categories.
a) SUB-JUNIOR CATEGORY
b) JUNIORS
CATEGORY
c) SENIOR
CATEGORY
In sub-junior category the events are as follows-Fancy dress Dance
Rhymes recitation Story telling
In junior category the events are as followsFANCYDRESS
ENGLISH SOLO SONG
TELUGU GROUPSONG
HINDI GROUP SONG
CLASSICAL DANCE SOLO
CLASSICAL DANCE GROUP
BREAK DANCE SOLO
BREAK DANCE GROUP
FOLK DANCE SOLO
FOLK DANCE GROUP
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In senior cateogary the events are as followsFANCY DRESS
HINDI GROUP SONG
ENGLISH SOLO
KANNADA GROUP SONG
CLASSICAL DANCE SOLO
CLASSICAL DANCE GROUP
BREAK DANCE SOLO
BREAK DANCE GROUP
MIME
FASHION PARADE
MONOACT1ON
FOLK DANCE SOLO
FOLK DANCE GROUP
ENGLISH PLAY
HINDI PLAY
TELUGU PLAY
The children of four houses participated with competition sprit, the Nonparticipants And parents gave nice encouragement to all the participants. In
this competition SHASTRIHOUSE Secured 1st place, GANDHI HOUSE
Secured Second place TAGOREHOUSE Third place andNEHRUHOUSE
Secured IV th place. The Chief guest Mr. JAYARAMA REDDY CHAIRMAN
RESCO, Presented Cultural cup to SHASTRIHOUSE Students, vote of thanks
from cuttural secretary And the programme ended at 7.30 p.m..
CULTURAL SECRETARY
C.N.MALATHIDEVI M.A.M.Ed,P.G.RD.T.
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ANNUAL SPORTS REPORT ——2007-08
‘Today’s children are tomorrow’s sportsmen”. Our vidyalaya is giving importance
for All-round development not only in academic But in sports also. We haw
conducted Inter - house sports meet on 27/1 1/07 To 28/1 1/07
The competitions were as follows —
1.16/08/07 Football match Final between Gandhi house v/s Nehru house Match
won by Gandhi house.
2.22/08/07 Throw ball final match between Nehru house v/s Tagore house Match
won by Tagore house.
3. C.B.S.E. Cluster VII th football tournament
B.G.S. International Residential school. Bangalore south.
P.Y.V School participated in football tournament on 16th Oct 2007
4. Annual sports day celebrations held on 27/11/07 the chief guest of
this program was sri. Nanjundapppagaru, Circle Inspector of police, Kuppam.
5. Bangalore sahodaya school inter school volley ball tournament held on29th
nov 2007
6.P.Y.V. Cup 2008 cricket tournament held on 31/2/07held on 31/12/07and
1/1/08 Totally 20 teams participated in the tournament finally P.Y.V. Team won
the cup.
REPORT BY
RAMESH (P. ET)
P.Y.V.
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PARAMAHANSA YOGANANDA VIDYALAYA
N. S. S REPORT
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME<NSS> WAS STARTED IN OUR SCHOOL
ON 2O™ JUNE 20O7.NSS VOLUNTERSCONDUTED & BLOOD DONATION
CAMP AND ALSO PROCESSIONS REGARDING BLOOD DONATION IN
KUPPAM AND SHANTIPURAM.
ON MARCH 15th 2OO8 OUR STUDENTS<4O VOLUNTERS>
CONDUCTED RALLIES IN V, KOTA
REGARDING
1. AIDS AWARENESS
2. POLLUTION
3. TRAFFIC - RULES
5. BIO DEGRADABLE MATERIALS
6. SANITATION
AND CREATED AWARENESS AMONG THE PEOPLE OF V.KOTA
THE PROGRAM INAUGURATED BY HONORABLE PRINCIPAL SIR
LAKSHMI PATHI PROGRAMME ORGANISED BY MR .SHEFEEQ AHAMED
ORGANISING SECRETARY MR RAVI. PROGRAMME OFFICE R.
Mr. RAMESH, VOTE OF THANKS BY MR.SALEEM ( P.R.O.)
REPORT BY

Mr. SHAFEEQ AHAMED
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TABLE MANNERS
BAD MANNERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keeping your elbows on the table while eating.
using the fork with your right hand and the knife with your left hand
Chewing and taking with your mouth full.
Sitting sloppily.
Coming late to dinners, breakfast or lunch.

GOOD MANNERS
1. Putting your fork and knife together in the centre of the plate when you
finish eating.
2. Folding your napkin and putting Into your quarter plate when you finish
eating.
3. Staying In your place till everybody else has finished.
By Abirami S(VIStd.)
EQUAL RIGHTS FOR MEN AMD WOMEN
She cooked the breakfast first of all
Washed the cups and plates
Dressed the children and made sure
Stockings all were made.
Dusted chairs and made stairs,
I roamed an hour or two
Baked a jar of cake and pie,
Then worked to cook and stew.
The telephone rang constantly
The door ball did the same
The younger bell and hurt his toe,
And then the laundry came.
And when her husband came at six
He said,’’ I envy you!
It must be nice to sit at home
without* thing to do
Balachandran. R (IX STD)
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KIDS QUESTIONS
1. Which is the Iongest epic in the world literature
a)Ramayana
b) Nahabharata :-Ans ______
2. Who is the famous musician in the court of Akbar ?
a) Tanaan b) Nadona
:-Ans _____
3. Who was the advisor of Chandragupta Maurya ?
a)Rana b)Chanalcya
:-Ans
4. Name the great king who built famous stupa at Sanchi
a) Ashoka b) Akbar
:-Ans _______
5. Which City worshipped In Pasupathinath temple ?
a) Lord Shiva
b) Hanuman
:-Ans
6. Cariberra the capital of which country?
a) South Korea b) Australia :-Ans
ANSWERS
1. B 2. A 3, B 4. A 5. A 6. B
By (VISTD)
U. Vedithkumar
OUR WORLD— FACTS ABOUT OCEAN
1. Bodies of aalt water that ara amalfar than ooaana ara caltad aaaa. Thay
hnduda tha Caribbaan and tha Matfttenanaan aaaa.
2. Soma aaaa contain vary cold water. Tha white aaa on tha northarn
coaatof Ruaala dropa down to an icy 28-F (-20C).
3. In many count, laa around tha world, fiah ara an importent aouroa of food.
4. Ocaanahavabaanapartof thapamataincaatabagan. But tha world bokad
vary dlffarant millona of yaara ago.
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5. Sdanttat think that about l.Sbiitoo yaaraago, aarth had only ona huga
aupar continant
6. Our Millions of year, is single huge continent broke into smaller
places to form the world as we know It today.
7. Under the depths of the oceans, tall peaks and great valley create
landscapes even more amazing.
By (VI STD)
P.B. Lipika
COMMUNICATION HELPS IN DEVELOPING CONFIDENCE
Today, the need for honing one’s communication skills has assumed as
much significance as is possessing knowledge in various fields. To succeed
in the competitive world, we must learn how to communicate well. this is an
art that must be learnt by all.
Our School realized the importance of this and teaches the students such
“soft skills in the class.
Apart from regular academics, the school is providing various opportunities
to participate in sports, games and cultural activities to bring out their bidden
talents and for hte all around development of the child.
The students are encouraged to participate actively in daily assembly.
programes by giving various concepts and in C.C.A. programs various Quiz
concepts, Talents test, and many more co-curicular activities were organized
to create courage among kids.
These programs ultimately result in improving. Their communicative skills
and there by develops confidence to face audience to speak.
All this becomes possible only because of efficiency and encouragements
of the management. principal and staff of the Paramahansa Yogananda
Vidyalaya,
- Mrs. Saritha (Maths Dept)
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ENGLISH POETRY
Clouds are dancing
The birds are singing
Oh ! What a wonderful world.
Flowers are blooming
The rain is pouring
Oh ! What a beautiful world
Sun is shining
The trees are swaying
Oh ! What a colorful world
- By Rudrarish Bundela VII Std.
*

The highest service of mankind is not to do evil to anyone or think anyone
as evil.

*

None has any right to think anyone as evil even if he seems to do some
wrong

*

If one determines not to repeat a wrong, e is every faultless.

*

Till you own anything as yours, you cannot do any real service

*

The world runs after the real server not after the world.

*

As a flower automatically diffuses fragrance service comes out of a real
server

*

Sensual enjoyment results in subordination, inertness and powerlessness

*

If we really have faith in God then any unfavourable circumstances should
joy in our hearts
By
Neelam Vaishnav R. (VIII Std)
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ABOUT CRICKET PUZZLE
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1. Word Search
12. Words
clues to the Children words are given belos
Horizontal : Six Deliveries, four runs, attached whole out side of arena, no result,
and stumps fielder to the off side of the wicket keeper.
Veritical : Stumps flying, back to the pavilion, a forty one mide - air mishap, not
even one out of six, go with bat.
S.A. Shabaz (VII Std)
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BEFORE YOU
1. Before you speak, listen
2. Before you write, think
3. Before you spend, earn
4. Before you invest, enquire
5. Before you critizie, wait
6. Before you pray, forgive
- K.F. Mufeed IX Class
FOOTBALL FACTS
1. Did you know that in olden days the goal posts had tape instead of cross
bar.
2. Young pele used to play footall with a graph or a sook stuffed with paper
before he was brought a football when he was six years old.
3. The world cup is after the Olympics the most watched sport on television
4. Pele scored Brails 100 fifa world cup goal with a superb header.
5. A sport similar to football was played 3000 years ago in Japan.
6. The goalies were the same uniform as teir teammates, until 1913.
7. Goal posts became mandatory only in 1875
8. The first time that red and yellow cards were used by the refers in the world
cup was in Mexico in 1970.
- Arnab Das (VII Std)
GODS PROMISES
God has not promised Skies always blue
Flowers stewn path ways All our life through
God has not promised sun with out rain
Joy without sorrow Peace without pain
But god has promised Strength for the day
Rest for the labour Light for the day
- Jyothika priya (IX Std)
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MORNING MORNING TRICK
6’0 clock its so dark You cannot see a tiny mark
7’0 clock the sun rises up Time to drink lovely cup of coffee
8’0 cock the becomes very bright Every where full of the light
9’0 clock going hffor school No time to play
10’0 clock we are in class Time to study the class work
R. Ravi, Hindi Teacher
WORLD
Surface area of the Earth

:

5,10,10,500 eq.km

Land surface

:

29.08%

.Wetar surface

:

70.92%

Continents

:

7

Oceana

:

5

aroimfenance of earth at the equator :

40,075 km.

Diameter of earth at the Equator

:

12,756km.

Diamatar of earth at the Pole

:

12,714 km.

Distance of the earth from the sun

:

14,94,07,000 km.

World population

:

610corers.

largest continent

:

Asia.

Smallest continent

:

Australia

Largest country

:

Russia (170,75,200 km)

Smallest country

:

Vatican Oty (0.44 aq km)

Most populated country

:

China (1285 m)

Least populated country

:

Vatican dty (1000)

Total number of countries

:

256

The earth takes 23 hrs, 56 mm, 4.09 sec to complete one rotation. The earth
takes 365 days, 56min, 4.09 sec to complete one rotation.
R. Dharani, VIII Std
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TIPS FOR HAPPINESS
*

Live a simple life is moderate in your habits

*

Avoid self seeking and selfishness makes simplicity the key notes or yor
daily plans

*

Spend less than you earn. This may be difficult but it pays big dividends
Keep out of debts. Cultivates saving habit, avoid wasting money.

*

Think constructively. Train yourself to think clearly and accurately. Store
your mind with useful thoughts. Learn to control your mind.

*

Resist the common tendency to wank thinks your own way. Try to the other
person paint of view.

*

Be grateful begin the day with gratitude for your opportunities and blessings
Be glad for the privilege of life and work. Rule your moods. Cultivate a
mental attitud of peace and good will

*

Give generously. There is no greater joy in life than to render happiness to
others.

*

Be interested in others, direct your formself centeredness. In the degree
that you give serve, and you will experience by product of happiness.

*

Have a hobby. Cultivate a hobby to which you can turn for diversion and
relaxation.

*

Keep close with god. True and enduring happiness depends on close
alliance with him. It is your privilege to share hisb thoughts for you spiritual
nourishment, and to have a constant assurance of divine protection and
guidance.
BOTH SCIENCE AND RELIGION ARE INTERDEPENDENT

*

Religion without science is superstititons and science in the name of
scientific development we are digging religion is for our life, but science
can increase only our “standard of living”

*

The sad paradox of scientific development. Is that scientific superstition
has started replacing religions superstition

*

Religion begins where science ends and both are dependent on each other.
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STORY
*

Proud candlend and humble Incense

*

In a room, in a corner, an increase stick was burning and on the other corner
a candle was lit. The candle said to the incense stck in a voice of
superiority, I am fortunate and beautiful. My light spreads near and beautiful

*

The incense stick replied, that is well, but if you can remain steady in
times of trouble, that alone is the fruitfulness of your glow.

*

The candle being proud paid no attention to this advance. A strong
breeze came. The candle was put out, but the incense stick with an even
greater vigor continued to spread its sweet smell.
S. Ganesan
Art and Craft Teacher
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CHARACTER BUILDING
The growth of a child is like a growth of a plant. Just like a plant grows
naturally so ilso a child grows. As we take care of plant by protecting it and by
giving It proper nanure and water .The chHd needs timely guidance from parents
and teachers to Mild up its character and personality and grow.
As we all know that character power to the greatest power in the hands
of a person, it is to be strengthened at any cost, ff at the cost, the child develops
a sound and noble character and grows, that means accumulation rf good
thoughts and action patterns whatever he may do however challenging may be
his drcurrtstamces and wherever he may live , he has a strong armed ton fight
gainst all odds and Ive meaningfully and successfully, without character on the
other hand however talented and intelligent on may be ones education/ life
remains incomplete and ineffective.
Therefore character building Is the best when started young it means
during the student days. The students should be administered five vows and
start character bulking. These vows have to be diligently cultivated and practiced.
The First Vow:
Vow for Physical well - being : excellence in life words of Greek
Philosopher “A Sound mind in a sound body * is well known hence a student
should regularly do physical exercises to his body and mind healthy and fit Control
of senses is required for the development of inteftect and moral values as wel,
he should never fall victim to additions Hke smoking, drinking, use of drugs
fete. * Nerves of steel and muscles of iron* is necessary according to swami
Vtvekaftanda , he says play football and make body and mind strong enough to
study and understand Bhagavad-Gtta . “
The Second Vow: .
Vow for Regular and sincere study : systematically is systematically
student. He should never neglect or postpone studies, assignments and
reading textbooks and other good books. There is no substitute for reading
good books. He should learn the right method from his teachers. Mere passing
of examinations and storing very good marks are not quite enough acquistion
of knowledge will expand his mental horizon. Bertrand! Russell in his unless
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men increase in wisdom as much as in knowledge , he gets nothing but sorrow
* In brief , The second Vow is the pursuit of knowledge and exigence.
The Third Vow :
Vowe of truthfulness in words actions: Truth alone wins and not untruths
healthy. One must develop the habit of speaking truth. One should always speak
truth but not hurt others. Practice truthfulness in We, absolute truth is god.
The fourth Vow :
Vow for unselfishness and compassion one who considers other
Well- Being as his own good is the great among good people. Swami
Vlvekanand says they only Now who live for others and rest and more dead
than alive: Therefor students should develop broad mind ness, humility respect
for others , love forth country .The Chinese Philosopher Confudus said .* Do
unto others what you want others to do unto you this the underlying principle of
being unselfish or truthful.
Accordlng to Swami Vivekananda that which is selfish Is immoral and what
which is unselfish is moral. To practice unselfishness one must be courteous
patient with each and every one unselfishness mates a man service minded.
The Fifth Vow :
Vow for Brightened citizenship. Everyone owes something to society.
Well- managed rlghdy focused and unified collective power Is the only way for
social well - being.
An enlightened citizen Is a citizen with enlightened sense of doing good
needs to others.
He to a responsible member of the society and is willing to contribute to
others well being. He not only exercises his rights but also performs his
fundamental duties. The fifth vow alms at Inculcating social amity and
rasponetfaMty here It is worthy remembering Jhon F.Kennedy’s words “Ask not
what the country has done to you. Ask what you have done to the country.
Swami Vlvekananda has said “We must have We building man-making,
character making assimilation of ideas “If one assimilates these ideas and
makes them the goal of ones Nfe and character, one has more education than
any man who has got by heart a who library.
- V. Surendra Reddy, MA M.ED. P.GDIT
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ABANBONED FARMHOUSE
He was a big man, the size of his shoes
On a pile of broken dishes by the house
A tall man too, says the length of his bed
In an upstalis room, and a good
God-fearing man
Says the bible with a broken back
On the floor below a window
Bright with sun
But not a man for farming, says the fields
Cluttered with boulders and a leaky bam
- by Arnab Das , VII Class

MAGIC MATHS
1*9+1-10
12*9+2-110
123*9+3-1110
1234*9+4-11110
12345*9+5-111110
123456*9+6-1111110
123456*9+7-11111110
1234567*9+8-111111110
12345678*9+9-1111111110
H.B. Azad Hussain (Science Dept.)

POLLUTION AND HEALTH
Most people are now well aware that environmental pollution is definitely
detrimental to human health directly, as well as indirectly owing to its adverse
effects on animal, marine and vegetable life.
However, the most significant pollution, which is the seed of all types pottution
is mental pollution. Every verbal directive and physical action to essentially
preceded by thoughts originating in the mind. A polluted mind conceives polluted
thoughts, which are then translated into polluted and contaminated words and
actions.
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The human mind is the one of the from which the conception of all types of
pollution initially originates, motivated by negative influences of the led to an
unprecedented rise in the global population. To sustain such a progressively
multiplying population, more and more commodities ara required, besides
ssssntiil commoolties to atoo on the increase, that too merely to satisfy
requirements of luxury of the populace.
These call for more and more industries which In turn increasingly contribute to
the pollution of the atmosphere, to the ultimate detriment of humanity at large .
The mental pollution give rise to diseases Hke acute mental tension, worry,
anxiety and phobia.
Hence it is essential to safeguard ourselves from both environment as well as
mental pollution.
Environmental pollution creates only physical health problems, whereas mental
pollution is harmful to physical, mental, social and spiritual health of the individual,
ultimately leading to the degeneration of society.
The only way to solve the problems created by mental pollution is by spiritual
awakening.
- L. Jalaja
(Biology Teacher)
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THE ENVIRONMENT: WHAT A STUDENT SHOULD KNOW.
Back ground
Human population and development has grown ata rate In the last 100 years.
This growth has resulted in enormous pressures on food, forests and other
natural resources. The effects of development has had an adverse Impact on
our surroundings. Unplanned and haphazard development particularly doing
the greatest damage. Clean air, water and surroundings are at premium now.
Therefore wise use of our natural resources has become vital.
Importance
If you Hve In a city you may have noticed the population in air has as you go to
school. This population Is especially high In places like Delhi, Calcutta and
Mumbal where the traffic is very dense. This Is only one of many kinds of
population problems that are up to the whose of the planets of ours the students
of to day wil be inherting this planet tomorrow. Therefore it Is important for you
to have a idea of the enivommsnt and immedtate dangers confronting it and
know few things about our environment
All species of plants and animals live on this planet In a delicate biological
and physical balance called biosphere. Our has itself comfortably for million
years for It present conditions any living organisms requires certain factors to
essential that the natural habit is not encroached upon many and may take few
years to destroy. Nature may take 1000 of years to rectify it is our responsibility
to converse the planet as we are the main culprits. The union environment
minister suresh prabhu indicated in April 1998 that environment will become a
compulsory subject in school and college education soon, probably in 19992000.
June 5th Is observed as world environment day.
- C. Alekhya VII Std.
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GEOGRAPHICAL FACT
1. A group of stare forming various patterns Is called a constelation.
2. A huge system of stars is called a galaxy.
3. Moon is the closest celestial body to our earth.
4. Planets do not have their own heat and light.
5. The Jupiter has 16 moons.
6. Nell Armstrong was the first man to step on the surface of the moon on 29*
July 1969.
HISTORICAL FACTS
In the Chola region those who wished to become the member of a Sabha
should follow some rules. That : are :
a) They should be owners of land from which land revenue Is collected and
then of their grandparents.
b) They should have their own homes.
c) They should be between 30-70 years of age.
d) They should have the knowledge of Vedas.
e) They should be well versed in administrative matters and honest
f) If any one has been a member of any committee.
g) Anyone who has not submitted his accounts and those of his relatives,
cannot contest the elections.
C. Anusha
V Std.,
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FIRSTS IN THE WORLD
BIGGEST LIBRARY
Biggest Museum
Biggest Auditorium
Biggest
Brightest
Biggest Planet
Biggest Palace
Biggest park
Biggest water fall
Biggest ocean
Biggest city
Coldest place
Higher tower
Highest mountain peak mt.
Highest rain fall (in the world)
Highest lake
Highest rain fall (IN THE INDIA)
Highest water fall
Highest city
Hottest : place
Largest airline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Library of congress, Washington dc.
American museum of natural Nstof y
Municipal auditorium at Atlantic
Jupiter
Planet
Venus
Vatician palace
Yellow Stone national park
Guaira (brazil)
Pacific ocean
Shanghai (china)
Verkhoyansk (Russia) - 85c
Eiffel tower (PARIS)
Mt. everest (Nepal)
Waialeala (hawallan islands)
Titicaca
Cherrapunji (assam)
Salto angel falls
Wen chuan
Aziza 136 F
Aerofloat (Russia)

BE AND NEVER BE
NEVER TELL A LEE-EVEN IF YOU DIE.
NEVAR BE GREEDY-BUT HELP THE NEEDY.
DO NOT MAKE A NOISE - EVEN IN A CHOICE.
IN THIS BROAD LIGHT - MAKE YOUR LIFE BRIGHT.
LEAD YOUR LIFE BEST - WORKING WITHOUT REST.
ALWAYS BE A BRAVE - TILL YOU GO TO GRAVE.
K.F. Mufeed, IX Std.,
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CREATIVE THINKING.
Necessity is the mother of invention - PLATO All of us have been through a
clear education system that aims at enhancing our knowledge skills and abilities
and one important that very essential in today competive world is creativity.
A simple definition of creativity can be that It Is the ability to Imagine or Invent
something new. This does not mean that we need to create something out of
nothing but we should be able to generate new ideas.
Everyone of has adequate creative ability. Our creativity often gets suppressed
in school, college or in lifebut its still there and can be reawakened. Do you
know, what Is required to be creative? Just a commitment to creativity and to
take the time for It. Right from Thomas Alva Edson, wright - brother’s and all the
other great inventor to the modem day technologist, all of them have contributed
a lot to the mankind by coming out with creative Ideas to make our lives lawyer
one can say all the creators may be Intelligents may not be creators.
- Azadhussian Dept of science.
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MY SCHOOL
‘ Oh my school
My dear school
Paramahansa Yogananda Vidyalaya (P.Y.V)
The atmosphere around to beautiful
The staff and students are dutiful
My school has Impressed everyone
All of us are united as one
All our students come
All received warm welcome
All will try to besharp
GREAT THINGS
‘The best day’-today
The greatest sin-fear
The meanest felling-jealousy
The Greatest heed-cornon sense
The greatest Trouble mater - Taking too much
The best part of one’s religion - gentleness and cheerfulness
The Greatest teacher -one who makes you to learn
- K. R MOUNIKA AND ASH WINI
PHOBIAS (FEARS)
Tomophobia - an abnormal fear of surgical operations
Pyrophobia - an unnatural fear of fire
Terapoptiobia - a gloomy fear of monstere
Doraphobia - a dread of touching the skins of animals
Keraunophbbia - a brooding fear of lightning
Phengophobia - a peculiar fear of daylight By Mahesh
Nyctophobia - an excessive fear of darknessor night X std
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WHAT THEY MEAN
• Hydrometer : an instrument for finding out the weight of any liquid as
composed with that of water
• Geophysics :the scientific study of the physical properties of the earth and
the physical processes that find out exactly its structure
• Ichthyology: The study of fishes Pliocene: The geological period during which
the climate becomes cooler, many mammals become extinct and creatures
that walked upright appeared.
Shafeeq Ahmed M.A. B.Ed.,
Social department

HONESTY
Honesty means fairness justice truth and sincerity. An honest person is upright
in speech thought and deed. He never thinks untruly insincerely. His thinking is
always’ true.
Earnest and without any sort of deceitful behavior. Again he always speaks
what is true even if it is bitter. He would never lie or cheat for the sake of any
selfish end. Finally an honest person would never do anything evil or unfair. His
actions are fair just and impartial. Honesty is a divine quality indeed.
Honesty is the greatest strength of a person in this world. Many a story can be
related to confirm the value of honesty, it has been rightly said that honesty is
the best policy.
- M. Anudeep III CLASS
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ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE
Language is a system of spoken written symbols by which human beings
communicate. It is universal among primitive and educated people alike. Today
large number of languages exist. Little is known of where and how language
originated. But is agreed that It probably’began when certain sounds were accepted
as standing for objects. These sounds became known as’ WORDS”. Later, words
were developed for more complicatad things or ideas and ways of putting words
together to form sentences developed gradually.
The process must have happened in separate human communities with
many languages originating and dying out. Slowly particular word systems
managed to spread.And came into common use by many people and there by got
established permanently. Writing came long after speaking it is reckoned that the
entire history of written Language does not stretch, more than 6,500 years. It is
just a tiny fraction of time people have been speaking. Every baby learns a language
from its parents and other older people. We call this the mother tongue/People,
when they shift or migrate, may even learn a new language. It is because for many
human activities forms of behaviour and ideas are closely tied to the words or
written symbols we use for them. Scholars Divide the thousands of known
languages Into families which show close relationships. The rules for using a
language are called Its grammar and the scientific study of Languages is linguistics
C.N.MALATHIDEVI MA M.Ed., P.G.H.D.T. HINDI DEPARTMENT
HEALTH NOTES
Raw onion is an effective, preventive against ulcer, In stomach and .liver.
Tomatoes and beetroots have excellent blood purifying and body-building
properties. All the varieties of green leaves are good appetizers and effective
against constipation. Brinjals which contain sulphur and vitamin A can be used in
Ayurvedc preparations. For treating diabetes, soup made out of boiled carrots is
a good appetiser,. Just one ounce of carrots contains the vitamins of four eggs! <
Garlic Is good for gas troubles and acidity Lady’s finger Is good for the brain.
Potatoes are easily digestible. Of the six important vitamins needed for good
health, potatoes have vitamins.
G. PRIYANKA, X STANDARD)
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Teacher : which.three words are most often used by students
Student : I don’t know’
Teacher : ‘absolutely correcf When he was of your age.
Father

: son, when Lincoln was of your age he was earning his own living,

Son

: “Yes father, and when he was of your age, he was president of the
U.S.
Eswar Prasad
(IV Standard)

APPLE TONES UP THE BRAIN
Apple is the best fruit to tone up a weak and sun - down physique.
It tones up the brain and the body due to the presence of phosphorous and iron
elements in it. It stimulates the liver, removes its sluggishness and imparts vital
energy to the brain and the body.
Uthej, IV Std

